
LAUREL HILL STATE PARK BY DIANA LYNN SANNER, ROCKWOOD

SUPER SUMMER 
Scavenger Hunt

2021 OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM 

Contest

PRIZES
Enter at least eight items, and 
you’ll qualify for a drawing to 

win one of 12 Pennsylvania 
Magazine T-shirts.

First, second and third place 
special prizes will be awarded 

to the most complete / creative 
entries. See the website  

for more information.



The 15 required items in the contest: 
1. A photo of your family holding an issue of Pennsylvania Magazine 
from 2020 or 2021 in front of a public sign showing the name of your 
hometown (where you live). One (or all) of the people in this photo 
must appear in the photos for items 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10 and 11. 

2. A photo of someone—who also appears in item number one’s 
photo—enjoying a cone or other item at a creamery where the ice 
cream is made on-site using milk from resident cows.  See our website 
as a resource: pa-mag.com/ice-cream-cow-to-cone-directory/   Verify the 
dairy’s status before traveling. 

3. An photo of someone—who also appears in item number one’s 
photo—that includes the text of an official Pennsylvania Historical Mu-
seum Commission marker (phmc.pa.gov/Preservation/Historical-Markers) 
designating the birthplace of a singer or actor in Pennsylvania.  

4. An photo of someone—who also appears in item number one’s 
photo—inside (can be just inside, but still under the roof) of a Penn-
sylvania covered bridge. Include an additional scenic photo of the 
outside of the bridge for extra credit.

5. An photo of someone—who also appears in item number one’s 
photo—of a historic battle site where the fighting happened prior 
to 1890 (with a related element in the background such as a sign or 
building—not just an open field). 

6. An photo of someone—who also appears in item number one’s 
photo—in front of a mural (show as much of the mural as possible)that 
fills the side of a building or other large area in a city or borough. Iden-
tify the location of the mural (street and city). For extra credit, give the 
story behind the mural, the painter/artist and when it was painted. 

7. A photo of someone—who also appears in item number one’s 
photo—with the façade of a courthouse in a neighboring county or 
other county in Pennsylvania (not of the entrant’s home county). 

8. A letter addressed to you from a locally elected representative 
indicating the person’s position and including the person’s original 
signature.

9. A photo of someone—who also appears in item number one’s 
photo—next to a tree that appears on the Champions list.  
(pabigtrees.com/tree-listings)

10. A photo of someone—who also appears in item number one’s 
photo—with a named waterfall in a state park, state forest or state 
gamelands. 

11. A photo of someone—who also appears in item number one’s 
photo— with a one-room schoolhouse (taken inside or outside) that 
is either its own museum / historical location or is part of a larger 
collection of buildings and is open to the public (either with regular 
hours or by appointment). Do not submit any former schoolhouses 
that are now private property / converted to homes. Give the location 
of the schoolhouse. 

12.  A ticket from a historic railroad, trolley, ship, incline or ferry.  
Include a photo of someone—who also appears in item number 
one’s photo—with the conveyance or while riding for extra credit. 

13. Three souvenir coins (pressed pennies, where 51-cents [or $1.01] be-
comes a keepsake) from three different attractions each located in a different 
region of Pennsylvania as defined by the map in the Pennsylvania Magazine 
events section. Use pennies with 1982 or an earlier date (optional) for best 
looking souvenir coins. Paste the physical coins on the entry form. 

14. A printed brochure (not a photocopy or computer printout) of a 
historic residence of a Pennsylvania home that is open to the public 
that has an associated featured garden. Include a photo taken in the 
garden by the entrant during a visit for extra credit. 

15. A Pennsylvania travel map (free copies available at highway rest 
areas) indicating the locations of where you photographed / found 
each of the items. 
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MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR PENNSYLVANIA OUTINGS in 2021 
by collecting these items for our Super Summer Scavenger Hunt 
contest. We’ve made it easy for you by having multiple possibilities 
for many of the items. 

Note that people appearing in photos for entry items 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
7, 9, 10 and 11 must also appear in the photo for item number one. 
This entry form requires identification of all people in photos. 

Once you have all of your items in this book, sign the entry form 
and send it to us at Super Summer Scavenger Hunt, Pennsylvania 
Magazine, PO Box 755, Camp Hill, PA 17001-0755. Using a Priority 
Mail Flat Rate envelope might make it easier to send your entry, 
but that’s not required. Postmark entry deadline is September 
22, 2021.  

If you enclose sufficient postage, we’ll return the entry to you. Or, 
make a second copy of the entry book as a keepsake for your fam-
ily. Good luck and happy hunting in your travels this summer!

The 15 required items in the contest: 
1. A photo of your family holding an issue of Pennsylvania Magazine from 2020 or 2021 in front of a public 
sign showing the name of your hometown (where you live). One (or all) of the people in this photo must 
appear in the photos for items 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10 and 11. 
2. A photo of someone—who also appears in item number one’s photo—enjoying a cone or other item 
at a creamery where the ice cream is made on-site using milk from resident cows.  See our website as a 
resource: pa-mag.com/ice-cream-cow-to-cone-directory/   Verify the dairy’s status before traveling. 
3. An photo of someone—who also appears in item number one’s photo—that includes the text of an 
official Pennsylvania Historical Museum Commission marker (phmc.pa.gov/Preservation/Historical-Mark-
ers) designating the birthplace of a singer or actor in Pennsylvania.  
4. An photo of someone—who also appears in item number one’s photo—inside (can be just inside, but 
still under the roof) of a Pennsylvania covered bridge. Include an additional scenic photo of the outside of 
the bridge for extra credit.
5. An photo of someone—who also appears in item number one’s photo—of a historic battle site where 
the fighting happened prior to 1890 (with a related element in the background such as a sign or build-
ing—not just an open field). 
6. An photo of someone—who also appears in item number one’s photo—in front of a mural (show 
as much of the mural as possible)that fills the side of a building or other large area in a city or borough. 
Identify the location of the mural (street and city). For extra credit, give the story behind the mural, the 
painter/artist and when it was painted. 
7. A photo of someone—who also appears in item number one’s photo—with the façade of a court-
house in a neighboring county or other county in Pennsylvania (not of the entrant’s home county). 
8. A letter addressed to you from a locally elected representative indicating the person’s position and 
including the person’s original signature.
9. A photo of someone—who also appears in item number one’s photo—next to a tree that appears on 
the Champions list. (pabigtrees.com/tree-listings)
10. A photo of someone—who also appears in item number one’s photo—with a named waterfall in a 
state park, state forest or state gamelands. 
11. A photo of someone—who also appears in item number one’s photo— with a one-room school-
house (taken inside or outside) that is either its own museum / historical location or is part of a larger 
collection of buildings and is open to the public (either with regular hours or by appointment). Do not 
submit any former schoolhouses that are now private property / converted to homes. Give the location of 
the schoolhouse. 
12.  A ticket from a historic railroad, trolley, ship, incline or ferry. Include a photo of someone—who also 
appears in item number one’s photo—with the conveyance or while riding for extra credit. 
13. Three souvenir coins (pressed pennies, where 51-cents [or $1.01] becomes a keepsake) from three 
different attractions each located in a different region of Pennsylvania as defined by the map in the Penn-
sylvania Magazine events section. Use pennies with 1982 or an earlier date (optional) for best looking 
souvenir coins. Paste the physical coins on the entry form. 
14. A printed brochure (not a photocopy or computer printout) of a historic residence of a Pennsylvania 
home that is open to the public that has an associated featured garden. Include a photo taken in the 
garden by the entrant during a visit for extra credit. 
15. A Pennsylvania travel map (free copies available at highway rest areas) indicating the locations of 
where you photographed / found each of the items. 
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2021 SUPER SUMMER SCAVENGER HUNT 
Entry Form (submit entire booklet as entry)

Name

Address

City, State, ZIP Code

daytime phone (include area code)

T-shirt size (circle choice):  2XL XL L M S

I have read and agree to the rules as specified below: 

SIGNATURE of ENTRANT and DATE

Mail your entry by September 22, 2021, to 
Pennsylvania Magazine

SUPER SUMMER SCAVENGER HUNT 2021
P.O. Box 755 | Camp Hill, PA 17001-0755

2021 Super Summer Scavenger Hunt Contest Rules 
1. To be eligible, answers must be indicated on the contest entry form or a photocopy of the entry form 
and submitted by U.S. postal mail. 
2. Only one entry per household / mailing address will be accepted. 
3. All complete entries (as determined by the judges) that have met the requirements for all 15 items 
will receive a Pennsylvania Magazine T-shirt. Indicate desired size on entry form.  Entrants submitting 
otherwise qualifying entries that have not indicated a size will not receive a T-shirt. 
4. All entrants who submit at least 8 qualified entry items will be entered into a drawing to win one of 
10 Pennsylvania Magazine T-shirts. All entrants, by action of entry, give consent to use of their names 
and hometowns and images from their entries to be used in a future issue of the magazine and/or on 
the magazine’s website. 
5. The three top place winners, determined by their entry’s completeness and quality of the entries. These 
first-, second- and third-place winners will receive special prizes to be announced in the July/August issue.  
6. Entries must be postmarked by September 22, 2021. 
7. The judge’s decision is final. 
8. If you win one of the top three place prizes, you will be notified by phone and/or mail in early Octo-
ber 2021. Your name and hometown will appear as a winner in the November/December 2021 and/or 
the January/February 2022 issue. 
9. Photos of entrants’ submitted entries may appear in the November/December 2021 and/or the Janu-
ary/February 2022 issue as art accompanying the announcement of the winners in the contest.
10. If you’d like your entry form returned, enclose sufficient postage for its return.  
11. You agree to indemnify and hold harmless Pennsylvania Magazine Company (sponsor), its agents 
and employees from any claim or proceeding resulting from your entry. Participants in the 2021 Super 
Summer Scavenger Hunt visit all sites and undertake all activities at their own risk. Sponsor assumes no 
responsibility for the activity or behavior of contest participants during the travel to, visitation of, and/or 
photography of scavenger hunt sites and/or any contest-related sites or activities.
12. Contest open to individuals 18 years of age or older as of May 1, 2021.
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1
A photo of your 

family / extended family 
holding an issue of  

Pennsylvania Magazine from 
2020 or 2021 in front of a 

public sign for your home-
town (where you live). 

paste photo here

Your hometown:

People in the photo: 
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2
A photo of someone (who 

appears in item one’s photo)
enjoying a cone or other item 

at a creamery where the ice 
cream is made on-site from 

resident cows.  

See pa-mag.com/ice-cream-
cow-to-cone-directory/

Verify the dairy before traveling. 

paste photo here

Creamery name and location (include town and county):

People in the photo: 
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3
A photo of someone—who 
also appears in item number 

one’s photo—that includes the 
text of an official Pennsylvania 

Historical Museum Commission 
marker (phmc.pa.gov/Pres-

ervation/Historical-Markers) 
designating the birthplace of a 
singer or actor in Pennsylvania.  

paste photo here

Name of the Pennsylvania singer / actor:

Location of the statue: 

Identify people in the photo: 
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4
A photo of someone—who 

appears in item one’s photo—
inside (can be just inside, 

but still under the roof) of a 
Pennsylvania covered bridge. 

Include an additional sce-
nic photo of the outside of 
the bridge for extra credit.attach photo (selfie) here

Name of the covered bridge: 

Year the bridge was built and truss style:    

Location (stream it crosses, nearest town and county):   

attach scenic photo here
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5
An photo of someone—who 

also appears in item number 
one’s photo—of a historic battle 

site where the fighting happened 
prior to 1890 (with a related  

element in the background 
such as a sign or building—

not just an open field). 

attach photo here

Historic battlefield site name, location (include county):  

History of the battle for extra credit (continue on backside if needed):  
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6
An photo of someone—
who also appears in item 

number one’s photo— 
in front of a mural (show as 

much of the mural as pos-
sible)that fills the side of a 

building or other large area 
in a city or borough.

Identify the location of the 
mural (street and city).

Mural location (include street and building, town and county):  

For extra credit, give the story behind the mural, the painter/artist and when it was painted: 

paste photo here
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7
A photo of someone—

who appears in item one’s 
photo—with the façade of 
a courthouse in a neighbor-

ing county or other county 
in Pennsylvania (not of the 

entrant’s home county). 

paste photo here

County:        

Year it was built:    County seat (town where courthouse sits): 

Extra credit, style of architecture / architect of courthouse / short history:  
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8
A letter addressed to you 

from a locally elected  
representative indicating the 

person’s position and  
including the person’s  

original signature.

attach letter here
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9
A photo of someone—who 

appears in item one’s photo—
next to a tree that appears on 
the Champions Trees of Penn-

sylvania list.   Photo must be 
taken from a public viewpoint, 

do not trespass on private land. 
(pabigtrees.com/tree-listings) 

paste photo here

Tree location: address, town and county:

Tree genus and species / common name: 

Height, spread and circumference: 
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10
A photo of someone—

who appears in item one’s 
photo— with a named  

waterfall in a state park, state 
forest or state game lands.

paste photo here

Name of waterfall:

Location (state park, state forest or game lands, indicate location on item 15, map): 
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11
A photo of someone—

who appears in item one’s 
photo—with a one-room 

schoolhouse (taken inside or 
outside) that is either its own 
museum  / historical location 

or is part of a larger collection 
of buildings and is open to 

the public (either with regular 
hours or by appointment). 

paste photo here

Name of group that maintains / operates the one-room schoolhouse:

Location (attraction—if applicable—and city and county): 
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12
A ticket from a historic  

railroad, trolley, ship, incline or 
ferry. Include a photo of some-

one—who also appears in item  
number one’s photo— 

with the conveyance or while 
riding for extra credit. 

paste ticket here

Name of conveyance: 

Location of historic trolley, railroad, incline or ferry and destination of trip (could be roundtrip):  

paste optional  
photo here
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13
Three souvenir coins  

from three different  
attractions / regions  

in Pennsylvania.
(See complete description  

in full listing.)

paste 
coin 
one 
here

Coin ONE 

Location: 

Attraction: 

County: 

Region: 

paste 
coin 
two 
here

paste 
coin 

three 
here

Coin TWO 

Location: 

Attraction: 

County: 

Region: 

Coin THREE 

Location: 

Attraction: 

County: 

Region: 

EAST CENTRAL WEST
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14
A printed brochure of a  

historic residence in Pennsyl-
vania that is open to the public 
that has an associated featured 

garden. Include a photo taken 
in the garden by the entrant 

during a visit for extra credit. 
(a computer printout or photocopy of the  

brochure will not accepted)

Location of historic residence (town and county):

Prominent resident / owner of the property): 

Identify the style of the garden on the property:

paste optional 
photo here

attach brochure  
(or a photocopy) 

from the site 
where the photo 
was taken here
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15
A Pennsylvania travel map 

indicating the locations of 
where you found  

each of the items.

attach map here


